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_________________________________________

Introduction: Spearman’s Rho Rank-Order
Correlation Coefficient

To this point, there has been little discussion of variables with an ordinal level of measurement. 
Although used infrequently, there are circumstances that call for statistical procedures designed
specifically for ordinal variables. For instance, rank ordering is common in political polls as well as
athletic and academic competitions.

Let us suppose, for example, that we wish to determine whether the physiological dynamics
required of running track events differ by type of event. There are several types of runners: sprinters,
who compete in 40-, 100-, and 200-meter races; intermediate distance runners for the 400-, 800-, and
1,500-meter races; and long-distance runners who compete in cross country and marathon races. Some
runners, however, compete in more than one event. An interesting question is: Do these runners tend to
do better in one event than another?  If this is true, then the types of events are fundamentally different
in terms of the talents, skills, and training they require. Common experience suggests that sprinters train
to produce short bursts of speed while distance runners train to develop muscular and aerobic
endurance.

We could partially answer this question by comparing the ranks of finish of a couple of the
events for those athletes who compete in both. We could test the research question that there is an
inverse relationship between rank of finish in short sprint races and that in, say, longer intermediate-
distance races. That is, do those runners who place high in one race tend to place low in the other?  This
calls for a hypothesis test about the relationship between two ordinal variables.

Runners competing in several events is a common practice at the high school level. Table 13-
W1 presents fictional data for a sample of 10 girls who run both the 100 and 800 meter races for a high
school track team.  These results suggest that perhaps there is a difference in how the races are run.
Coming out on top in the 100 meter sprint appears not to guarantee the same success in the 800 meter
race.  To measure the similarity of rankings of the two events we can correlate ranks using a correlation
coefficient designed for ordinal variables--the Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation coefficient,

  .    The calculations needed to compute it are also in Table 13-W1.
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Table 13-W1.   Computational Spreadsheet For Computing Spearman’s rho Rank-order
                          Correlation Coefficient: Rank of Finish For 100 And 800 Meter Races,

n = 10 High School Girls

                             Givens                                                                                Calculations
                                                                                                                                                      
                Rank of finish    Rank of finish

      in the 100       in the 800
Runner      meter race      meter race D D2

Bartlett             1 9 -8 64
Franks             2 7 -5 25
Hallman             3 8 -5 25
Schultz             4            10 -6 36
Brown             5 6 -1   1
Cutter             6 5   1   1
Anderson             7 1   6 36
Williams             8 3   5 25
Baldone             9 2   7 49
Gupta           10 4   6 36

n = 10      'D = 0         'D  = 2982

The formula for Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient follows. Notice that we use an
English symbol ( ) because we are treating our 10 female runners as a sample of the
population of all female high school runners. The formula is based on squaring the differences between
ranks on the two ordinal variables. Squaring is necessary because the sum of the differences in ranks
will always equal zero. In its denominator the formula accounts for sample size. This formula is most
appropriate when the sample size is 10 or more and there are very few ties in the ranks (i.e., several
individuals at the same rank) of either ordinal variable.
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Computing Spearman’s rho Rank-Order Correlation
Coefficient (rho-distribution)

           

  where    =  Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient,
             D  =   the difference in rank between the two ordinal variables
             n  =  sample size.

Let us get a sense of proportion for this formula. Like Pearson’s r of Chapters 14-15, it produces
coefficients that range from -1.00 to zero to +1.0.  A coefficient of  zero indicates that there is no
relationship between the ranked scores of the two variables; knowing how a runner finishes in one type
of event does not help to predict how she will finish in the other. A coefficient of 1.0 is a perfect
positive relationship where the ranks match exactly for the two races.  This occurs when all differences
in ranks (i.e., D’s) are zero resulting in  = 0; then,      =  1 - 0  =  1.  A coefficient of -1.00
indicates a perfect negative relationship where ranks between the two races are reversed (i.e., 1 comes in
10 in the second race, 2 comes in 9, 3 comes in 8, etc.)

. For the data in Table 13-W1 there are substantial differences in order of finish for the two races
and the ranking is reversed to some degree.  Given this pattern, intuition tells us that the
should be quite large and negative.   Thus:

             

                       

Indeed this is the case. The negative value of  shows that there is a reverse relationship in rank
of finish between the 100 and 800 meter races.  The runners who are good at sprinting short distances
tend to do poorly in the longer races requiring endurance. Of course, this is only a sample. We must test a
hypothesis to establish whether these results are generalizable to all female high school track team
members.
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________________________________________
Hypothesis Test and Aspects of a Relationship
for Spearman’s rho

Existence and Direction of the Relationship for Spearman’s Rho

If our sample of track runners is representative of the population of all female team members,
then we can use it to determine if these results are generalizable to this population. Our research question
is: Is there a negative relationship between ranks of finish in 100- and 800-meter races?  To establish
whether this relationship exists, we test the null hypothesis that the population rank-order correlation
coefficient, , is zero.  In general, the statement of the null hypothesis for the Spearman’s test is:

0    H : There is no relationship between ranks of the two variables.

When , the correspondence between ranks is poor indicating no relationship between
rankings. The alternative hypothesis can be nondirectional, two-tailed (i.e., there is a relationship
between ranks of the two variables), one-tailed positive (i.e., there is a positive relationship between
ranks of the two variables), or one-tailed negative (i.e., there is a negative relationship between ranks of
the two variables).  For our track team sample the alternative hypothesis is that , that there is a
negative relationship between rank of finish in the two races. This asserts that those who finish high on
one race will finish low on the other, suggesting that training must differ for the two events.

Existence of a Relationship Using Spearman’s rho

         Test the null hypothesis that (i.e., that there is no relationship
         between the ranks of the two ordinal variables) using the test statistic:

The sampling distribution for this statistical test is the Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation
distribution. Critical values for the .05 and .01 levels of significance for this distribution are presented in
a Statistical Table 13-A at the end of this document. This table is set up for direct comparison of
’s.  Like the t-distribution table, these critical values are given only for the positive direction but may be
applied for the negative direction.  In other words, for a negative ,  imagine a minus sign in front
of the numbers.  Like any critical scores in a table, for a given sample size the figures in this table tell
how large a computed sample  must be to reject the null hypothesis.
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As with any hypothesis test, the effect of the test is the difference between an observed sample
statistic and the expected parameter when the null hypothesis is true. For Spearman’s rho rank-order
correlation, the test effect is the difference between the observed, sample  and the
hypothesized of zero. This difference calculates to the value of :

      Test effect for the Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation =   .

The hypothesis test determines if the effect found in a sample is real for the population.  Is the
absolute value of the sample  so different from zero that we can conclude that is not zero and
that this effect is not the result of sampling error? 

 For our sample of 10 high school runners, the critical value of  at the .05 level is  -.738. 
Since our observed   of -.81 is further from zero than  -.738, we reject the null hypothesis at the .05
level.  We conclude that, indeed, a negative relationship exists; the observed   of -.81 is so large
that it did not happen due to sampling error. Sprinters, in the 100-meter race tend not to do well in
endurance events such a the 800-meter race, and vice versa.

Direction of a Relationship Using Spearman’s rho

Observe the sign (+ or -) of .

Strength of the Relationship for Spearman’s Rho

Regarding the strength of a relationship for two ordinal variables, just as with Pearson’s r,
Spearman’s  can be squared to determine the proportion of variation in ranks of a dependent
variable Y that is explained by the ranks of an independent variable X. Multiplying this proportion by
100 provides the percentage of variation explained. If we view the 100-meter race as X and the 800-meter
race as Y, then the strength of the relationship as follows:

Therefore,  65.61 percent of the variation in rank of  finish in the 800-meter race (Y) is explained by
knowing the rank of finish in the 100- meter race (X).

For predicting success in the 800-meter race, this is a considerable proportional reduction in
error (PRE). Knowing that a runner did well in the 100-meter race allows us to predict that she will do
relatively poorly in the 800-meter race. The prediction will not be perfect, however; other variables, such
as individual talent, humidity, wind speed, etc., explain the remaining variation in rankings in the 800
meter race.
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Strength of a Relationship Using Spearman’s rho

 =  the proportion of variation in rank of Y explained by knowing the rank of  X.

Practical applications of the Relationship for Spearman’s rho

Ordinal variables, of course, do not have a set unit of measure. Therefore, it would be inaccurate
to presume that precise best estimates can be provided. For example, it would be a strain to claim that a
second place finish in the 100-meter race will result in a seventh place finish in the 800-meter race. 
Thus, in describing the practical applications of a relationship for ordinal data, it is best to provide only
generalities. Describe whether subjects who rank toward the top on X rank toward the top or bottom on Y. 
In other words, emphasize the direction of the test. We could safely assert for this sample: If a runner
ranks high in the 100-meter race, she is unlikely to do so in the 800-meter race and vice versa. Now let us
follow the six steps of statistical inference.

Practical applications of a Relationship Using Spearman’s rho

      Provide an illustration of correspondence between ranks emphasizing the direction
      of the relationship. Describe whether a subject with a high rank on X has a high
      or low rank on Y.

The Six Steps of Statistical Inference for Spearman’s rho

When to Use Spearman’s rho Rank-Order Correlation Coefficient 

In general: To test a hypothesis of a relationship between two ordinal
variables with many ranks and few ties.
1) Two ordinal variables;
2) A single representative sample from one population;
3) The sample size is 10 or more;
4) There are very few ties in the ranks of either variable (i.e., several
observations do not fall at the same rank on a variable).
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Brief Checklist for the Six Steps of Statistical Inference

 Test Preparation 

      State the research question. Draw conceptual diagrams depicting givens,
      including the population(s) and sample(s) under study, variables (e.g.,  X
      =..., Y =...,) and their levels of measurement, and given or calculated
     statistics and parameters. State the proper statistical test procedure. 
     
 Six Steps

     Using the symbol H for hypothesis:

0 A1. State the H  and the H  and stipulate test direction.
2. Describe the sampling distribution.
3. State the level of significance (") and test direction and specify

                 the critical test score.
4. Observe the actual sample outcomes and compute the test effects,

                 the test statistic, and p-value.
5. Make the rejection decision.
6. Interpret and apply the results and provide best estimates in everyday terms.

Test Preparation

Research Question: Is there a negative relationship between ranks of finish in 100- and 800-meter events
for female high school track athletes, indicating that the races require different skills and training? 
Statistical Procedure: Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation coefficient; rho-distribution.

Observations: Ranks of finish for the two races and calculations of 'D   are in (Table 13-W1). 2

 

                   

n = 10.
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Six Steps

01.  H :                                             =  0.
                     (High school track athletes)

     That is, there is no relationship between ranks of finish in 100- and 800-meter races.

A     H :                                         <  0.
                      (High school track athletes)

     There is a negative relationship. One-tailed.

02.  Sampling Distribution. Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation distribution for n = 10. If the H  is true
and samples of 10 female high school track athletes are drawn repeatedly, sample ’s will center
around zero with a standard error that is inversely related to sample size (i.e., the larger the sample, the
smaller the standard error).

                        

     

s s   s               r       -r  -1.0                        -.5                    -.1    0   .1                     .5                          1.0     +r
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3.  Level of significance.  " = .05, one-tailed;  Critical  
     (from Statistical Table 13-A at the end of this document).

4.  Observations: Test effects, test statistic and p-value.

Test Effect   =  (i.e., effect = )

Test Statistic:     

        p-value: p [observing an as unusual as, or more unusual than, -.81 when =  0]  <  .05.

5.  Rejection Decision:  *  * > * *  (i.e., *-.81*  > *-.738 *) ; thus, p < " ;

0 A     Reject H   and accept H   at the 95% level of confidence.

 6. Interpret results (four aspects of a relationship and best estimates).

    Existence: There appears to be a relationship between ranks of finish in 100- and 800-meter races.
,  p < .05.

    Direction: Negative: A high ranking in the 100-meter race is related to a low ranking in the 800-
meter race.

    Strength:  ; %  = (.6561) (100);  65.61 percent of the variation in
rank of finish in  the 800 meter race (Y) is explained by knowing the rank of finish in the
100  meter race (X).

   Practical applications: If a runner ranks high in the 100-meter race, she is unlikely to do so in the 800-  
                                         meter race and vice versa.

   Answer: The talents, skills, and training required of one type of race are different from those of
the other.

Computing Spearman’s rho When Ranks Are Tied

In everyday events, it is not uncommon for ranks to be tied. For example, in golf tournaments,
there are often several people making the same score. Suppose we are comparing the rank of finish in two
golf tournaments where 12 golfers competed. Table 13-W2 provides the spreadsheet for these data.  In
Tournament 1, three golfers tied for second, and two tied for seventh. In Tournament 2, two tied for third. 
In calculating    we must account for all 12 ranks. In Tournament 1, the three tying for second
account for ranks 2, 3 and 4. We adjust these three ranks by averaging them:
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                                                         ' ranks taken by ties           2 + 3 + 4
Adjusted rank for ties   =                                          =                       =  3

                                                                # ties                                    3

These adjusted ranks are indicated in parentheses in Table 13-W2. Similar averaging is done for the
seventh place and third place ties in Tournament 2. Notice in Tournament 1 that the adjusted ranks for
the ties for second are lower than “second,” reflecting the fact that tying is not as distinctive as placing
all alone. (Professional golfers know this well because tying reduces their winnings. When three golfers
tie for second, the prize money for ranks 2, 3, and 4 is averaged among them.) 

Table 13-W2. Ranks of Finish For Two Golf Tournaments, n  = 12

                                      Givens                                                                          Calculations
                                                                                                                                                                  
 
                             Golf Score, Rank                Golf Score, Rank

      of Finish, and     of Finish, and
                               (adjusted rank)                (adjusted rank) 
Golfer     in Tournament 1        in Tournament 2       D D 2

DuBose  69    1   (1)     68     2   (2)      -1 1
Bowden  71 Tie 2   (3)      67     1   (1)       2 4
Hernandez  71 Tie 2   (3)      73     6   (6)           -3 9
Carlton      71 Tie 2   (3)      69  Tie 3  (3.5)         -.5           .25
Jones  72     5   (5)      71     5   (5)       0 0
Bovey  73      6   (6)      69  Tie 3  (3.5)    2.5         6.25
McDuff  74 Tie 7  (7.5)       77     9   (9)    -1.5         2.25
Jenkins      74 Tie 7  (7.5)      74     7   (7)         .5           .25
Nickeless  75     9   (9)      76     8   (8)       1              1
Armstrong  76  10  (10)      80    10  (10)       0 0
Pearlman  78  11  (11)      81    11  (11)       0 0
Ryan  84  12  (12)      85    12  (12)           0 0

n = 12                 'D = 0     'D  = 24 2
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Averaging Ranks to Adjust for Ties With Spearman’s rho

                                                                 ' ranks taken by ties
                     Adjusted rank for ties   =                                         
                                                                            # ties 

Even before calculating  we should suspect that its value will be relatively large because
the same six golfers placed high in both tournaments. The ranks of the two tournaments correspond
rather well.  Using 'D  and n, we calculate : 2

Indeed, the correlation is rather high. Using Statistical Table 13-A at the end of this document, we
compare this observed  of .92 to the critical  of .591 (for the .05 level of significance, n =
12).  Since .92 > .591,  p < .05.  We accept the alternative hypothesis that there is a positive relationship
between ranks of finish in golf tournaments.

____________________________________________
Gamma: Relationships Between Ordinal Variables
with Few Ranks and Many Ties

Often ordinal variables have many tied scores; that is, there are only a few crude ranks, such as
low, medium and high, and there are many sample subjects in each category.  Spearman’s rho rank-order
correlation does not apply with such variables. Instead, a statistic called Goodman’s and Kruskal’s
gamma is used. Table 13-W3 presents fictional data for 115 married men for testing the hypothesis that
overall life satisfaction (Y) is greatly influenced by marital happiness (X). This table is a crosstab table,
but with ordinal data, and it is purposefully arranged so that the variable categories go from low to high
across and up, like the score order of the axes of a scatterplot (Chapter 14). Recall that in a crosstab
table, the cells record the joint frequencies of occurrence of cases. For example, in the lower left-hand
cell, there are 18 married men who rank low on marital happiness and low on life satisfaction; for X and
Y, then, this is cell “LL” for “low-low.” The LM cell above LL contains eight cases that ranked low on
marital happiness and moderate on life satisfaction. The cell to the right of LM is MM which contains 24
men moderate on both variables, etc. As with the Chi-square procedure in text Chapter 13, the expected
frequencies of these tables are predictable and, in fact, the Chi-square test could be used here. If there is
no relationship between X and Y, then the observed cases will be distributed randomly according to the
expected frequencies (see text Chapter 13 ). On the other hand, if those high on one variable rank
similarly on the other, then diagonal cells will have higher than expected frequencies.  
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A perfect positive relationship between X and Y, would assert that as X increases, Y increases. 
For the sample at hand, those subjects ranking low on marital happiness would also rank low on life
satisfaction; those moderate on marital happiness, moderate on life satisfaction; and those high on marital
happiness, high on life satisfaction. Such a perfect positive relationship is depicted in Table 13-W4
where the cases fall in an upward diagonal pattern reminiscent of the upward sloping regression line on a
scatterplot (see text Chapter 14).

A perfect negative relationship, where an increase in X is related to a decrease in Y, is depicted in
the downward sloping diagonal cells of Table 13-W5. In reality we seldom encounter perfect
relationships.  Instead, data fall out as in Table 13-W3 and indicate a less than perfect relationship.

Table 13-W3. Crosstab Table For Marital Happiness (X) as a Predictor of Life Satisfaction (Y)

                                     X  6                      Marital Happiness
                                                                                                                                                             

      Life
 satisfaction
       (Y) 
          

       

      Low (L)   Moderate (M)

     

    High (H) 

  

  Totals   

   High (H)          LH
           6

          MH
            9

          HH
           22      37

  Moderate (M)          LM
           8

          MM
           24

          HM
           11      43

    Low (L)           LL 
          18

          ML
           10

          HL
            7      35

Totals            32            43            40    115
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Table 13-W4. Distribution of Cases When There Is a Perfect Positive Relationship
Between X and Y

 

             Y       X  6
             9 

 
       Low (L)

        
   Moderate (M)        High (H)

     High (H)           LH
            0

         MH
           0

          HH
           37

     Moderate (M)           LM
            0

         MM
          43

          HM
            0   

     Low (L)           LL
          35

         ML
           0

          HL
            0

Table 13-W5. Distribution of Cases When There Is a Perfect Negative Relationship 
Between X and Y

 

         Y            X  6
         9 

 
    Low (L)

        
 Moderate (M)     High (H)

  High (H)           LH
           37

         MH
           0

          HH
            0

  Moderate (M)           LM
            0

         MM
          43

          HM
            0   

  Low (L)           LL
           0

         ML
           0

          HL
           35

With two crudely measured ordinal level variables, Goodman’s and Kruskal’s gamma is a useful
statistic and is preferable to the Chi-square statistic. While both statistics are based on crosstab tables,
gamma does not involve directly comparing observed to expected frequencies. Instead, gamma measures
rank ordering by asking the question of whether sample subjects are falling in the right order for both
variables. To ascertain this, gamma compares each joint frequency to every other joint frequency. These
comparisons are called case pairings.

To illustrate case pairings, let us closely observe Table 13-W3. Suppose Bob is a married man
low on X, marital happiness, and Bill is one moderate on X. If there is a positive relationship between X
and Y, then we would expect Bob to also be low on Y but Bill to be moderate or high on Y. 
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Suppose that, indeed, Bob is a LL, and Bill, a MM. When a comparison occurs that way, suggesting a
positive relationship between the variables, we say that there is an agreement between Bob and Bill. A
case pairing with agreement is where a case ranks lower than another case on both variables.

If it had turned out, however, that Bill is not moderate or high on Y then we have a case pairing
called an inversion. A case pairing with inversion is where a case is ranked higher on one variable but
lower on the other compared to another case. An example of an inversion is a comparison between
someone who scores LH to someone who scores HL. Such case pairings would suggest a negative
relationship.

For the perfect positive relationship of Table 13-W4 notice that every LL case is in agreement--
lower on both X and Y than the cases in MM and HH. And every case in MM is in agreement with HH. 
In other words, a perfect positive relationship has 100 percent agreement between every case pairing. 
Similarly, for the perfect negative relationship of Table 13-W5 all case pairings are inverted. Gamma is
calculated in a way to determine the extent of agreement or inversion in the case pairings of the crosstab
table. The formula for gamma is as follows:

Calculation of Goodman’s and Kruskal’s Gamma for Two Ordinal Variables 

       where
                                     G   =   gamma computed on a sample

               =  the sum of agreements

              =  the sum of inversions

Let us obtain a sense of proportion about this formula. The denominator is simply the total of all
case pairings in agreement and inversion. When there are complete agreements and no inversions, the
relationship between the variables will be a perfect positive one as in Table 13-W4.  When that happens,
the sum of inversions (  ) will be zero in both the numerator and denominator, and gamma will
compute to +1.0:
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In contrast, when there are only inversions, we have a perfect negative relationship as in Table 13-W5. 
The sum of agreements (  ) will equal zero and gamma will compute to -1.0. 

 

               

When there is no relationship between X and Y, agreements and inversions will be equal. This reduces
the numerator (  )  to zero and results in a gamma of zero:

        

Thus, gamma ranges from -1.0 to zero to +1.0.

Calculating and Interpreting Gamma

Let us return to Table 13-W3 and measure gamma for the relationship between marital happiness
and life satisfaction. To calculate gamma, we must compute the sum of agreements ( ) and the
sum of inversions (  ).
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Summing the Agreements  

To obtain the sum of agreements start by focusing on the LL cases.  The 18 cases in LL will be in
agreement with all cases in any cell where both X and Y are higher. These cells are the following with
bolded entries:

      LH
        6

      MH
        9

      HH
       22

      LM
        8

     MM
       24

     HM
       11   

Compare
  LL    18

      ML
       10

      HL
       7

With 18 individuals in LL and 24 in MM, there are 18 times 24 case pairings (i.e., each case in
LL is paired with each of the 24 cases in MM).  Similarly, comparing the 18 LL cases to the 11 in HM
there are 18 times 11 case pairings.  Additional LL agreements are for comparisons with MH (18 times 9)
and HH (18 times 22).  In other words, the frequency of agreements for the 18 cases in LL is:     

Three additional cells in the table (ML, LM and MM) can be included in a calculation of gamma.
That is, these cells are situated so that both X and Y are higher in other cells). Along with LL, these
constitute the four comparisons cells for which agreements are possible in a 3 X 3 table. Calculation of
the frequency of case pairings in agreement for these three additional comparison cells is as follows:

      LH
        6

      MH
        9

      HH
       22

      LM
        8

     MM
       24

     HM
       11   

      LL  
      18

 Compare
  ML  10

      HL
       7

Thus,  
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      LH
        6

      MH
        9

      HH
       22

Compare
  LM   8

     MM
       24

     HM
       11   

      LL  
      18

      ML 
      10

      HL
       7

Thus,  

      LH
        6

      MH
        9

      HH
       22

     LM
       8

 Compare
  MM  24

     HM
       11   

      LL  
      18

      ML 
      10

      HL
       7

Thus,

The total number of case pairings in agreement in the table is:

       

       

       

Note that the four comparison cells used in computing agreements are all in the lower left-hand
corner of the crosstab table. The cells to which they are compared are in the upper right-hand corner.
This structure in the case/cell pairings fits the diagonal of the perfect positive relationship in Table 13-
W4.
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Summing the Inversions  

There are also four comparison cells for case pairings where X and Y are inverted. The following
comparisons are needed to sum the inversions.

      LH
        6

      MH
        9

      HH
       22

     LM
       8

     MM
       24

     HM
       11   

      LL  
      18

      ML 
      10

 Compare
   HL   7

Thus,  

      LH
        6

      MH
        9

      HH
       22

     LM
       8

     MM
       24

 Compare
  HM   11   

      LL  
      18

      ML 
      10

      HL
        7

Thus,  

      LH
        6

      MH
        9

      HH
       22

     LM
       8

     MM
       24

     HM
       11   

      LL  
      18

 Compare
  ML   10

      HL
        7

Thus,  
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      LH
        6

      MH
        9

      HH
       22

     LM
       8

 Compare   
MM    24

     HM
       11   

      LL  
      18

      ML 
      10

      HL
        7

Thus, 

The total number of case pairings in inversion in the table is:

        

      

    

Note that the four comparison cells used in computing inversions are all in the lower right-hand
corner and the cells to which they are compared are in the upper left-hand corner of the table. This
structure in the case/cell pairings fits the diagonal of a perfect negative relationship (Table 13-W5).

Calculating Gamma 

Now that we have the sums of agreements and inversion, we can calculate gamma:

  

What does this tell us?  First of all, the result is positive. There is a relative oversupply of agreements
reflecting an overload of cases in the cells running from lower left to upper right. In other words, there is
a tendency for a subject’s rank on Y to be equal to or higher than his/her rank on X. An increase in
marital happiness is related to an increase in life satisfaction.

Since terms are not squared and the same terms are used in both the numerator and denominator,
the interpretation of gamma is a straightforward proportion. In the situation of this positive relationship,
we can see that 1,516 of the 3,072 case pairings are in agreement beyond the 778 in disagreement. Thus, 
.49, or 49 percent, of the case pairings favored agreement suggesting a moderately strong relationship
between marital happiness and life satisfaction.
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Existence of the Relationship for Gamma

Of course, the distribution of joint frequencies in Table 13-W3 could be the result of sampling
error. Repeated sampling from the same population will produce slightly different patterns of cell
frequencies and case pairings even when there is no relationship between ranks of the two variables. 
Thus, we must test the hypothesis that a gamma of .49 is significantly different from zero. In other words,
our null hypothesis is “no relationship between marital happiness and life satisfaction in the population”
or that the parameter, (  = 0. Our alternative hypothesis asserts a positive relationship (i.e., ( > 0).

The sampling distribution for gamma is a normal one, and therefore, the test statistic is a Z-score. 
That is, if the null hypothesis that ( = 0 is true and we draw a large number of samples of size 115, then
sample G’s will be normally distributed around zero. Since the standard error for gamma is very
complicated, conventionally the Z-score to measure the deviation of the observed sample from zero is
simplified. We simply state that the standard error is inversely related to sample size (i.e., the larger the
sample size, the smaller the standard error). The formula gives the number of standard errors a computed
gamma deviates from the hypothesized parameter of zero. For the relationship between marital happiness
and life satisfaction:

     

Using the normal curve table (Statistical Table B, text Appendix B), we calculate the p-value by locating
the Z-score in column A of the table and the area in the tail of the distribution curve in column C.  Thus,

        p-value:  p [observing a G as unusual as, or more unusual than, .49 when ( = 0] = .0018.

At the .05 level of significance for a one-tailed test, we reject the null hypothesis and accept the
alternative hypothesis at the 95 percent level of confidence. Since we found a relationship between
marital happiness and life satisfaction, we may address the other aspects of relationships.

Existence of a Relationship Using Gamma (G):

       Test the null hypothesis that  (  =  0  using the test statistic:
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Direction of the Relationship for Gamma

The direction of the relationship hinges on the sign of gamma.  For the data in Table 13-W3 we
would say that there is a positive relationship between marital happiness and life satisfaction.  That is, an
increase in rank on marital happiness is related to an increase in rank on life satisfaction.

Direction of a Relationship Using Gamma (G):

Observe the sign (+ or -) of  G.

Strength of the Relationship for Gamma

The strength of the relationship is described by interpreting the magnitude of gamma as a
percentage of the case pairings favoring agreement (or inversions):

                  Percentage of the case pairings favoring agreement  = (G) (100).

For the relationship between marital happiness and life satisfaction, the strength is described as:  “49
percent of the case pairings favored agreement suggesting a moderately strong relationship.”  Keep in
mind that unlike Pearson’s r (Chapter 15) and Spearman’s rho, we do not need to square gamma.

Strength of a Relationship Using Gamma (G):

       Interpret gamma as the percentage of case pairings favoring agreement:

             Percentage of the case pairings favoring agreement  = (G) (100).

Practical Applications of the Relationship for Gamma

The practical applications of the relationship describes substance. In general we may state:
“Married men tend to rank about the same on both marital happiness and life satisfaction suggesting the
marital happiness is an important factor in overall life satisfaction.” In addition, we may point to one or
two of the cells in the crosstab table to convey a best estimate. Cells in the corners are especially
informative because they convey extreme lows and highs. Typically, comparing the HH cell to the LH
cell is informative. To do this we compute the column percentage for HH, the percentage of high cases
for X that are also high on Y.  In Table 13-W3 there are a total of 40 subjects who ranked high on X,
marital happiness; this is the column total for high. Of these 40 cases, 22 also ranked high on Y, life
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satisfaction; this is the cell frequency for HH. Thus, 22/40, or 55 percent of those  high on marital
happiness rank high also on life satisfaction. Similarly, for the LH cell, 6/32, or only about 19 percent of
subjects, rank low on X, marital happiness, but rank high on Y, life satisfaction. Thus, describe the
particulars of the practical applications of the relationship as: “Of married men, 55 percent with high
marital happiness also have high life satisfaction but only 19 percent of those with low marital happiness
have high life satisfaction.”  This could be followed with the comment that nearly three times the
percentage (the ratio of 55 percent to 19 percent) of  happily married men have high life satisfaction. If
Table 13-W3 is presented to a public audience, additional comparisons could be made, for instance
between the LL and LH cells.

Practical Applications of a Relationship Using Gamma (G):

          Provide best estimates by computing column percentages for one or two              
          informative cells in the crosstab table (usually corner cells that convey
          extreme lows and highs).

___________________________________
Summary Guide for Calculating Gamma

As a guide to calculations, Table 13-W6 summarizes the steps for calculating gamma for a 3 X 3
ordinal crosstab table. The case pairings we described above are identified for obtaining 
and .  Notice again that in the agreements pairings, the four comparison cells  (LL, ML, LM and
MM) are in the lower left-hand corner of the crosstab table and the cells to which they are compared are
in the upper right-hand corner. This will always be the case when X goes from low-moderate-high across,
and Y goes low-moderate-high upward on a 3 X 3 crosstab table. The calculation of agreements follows
the positive relationship diagonal (Table 13-W4) and the sum will be large when frequencies are heavily
loaded along this diagonal.

 Similarly, the calculation of inversions involves the four comparison cells in the lower right-hand
corner (HL, ML, HM, and MM) and case/cell comparisons follow the negative relationship diagonal
(Table 13-W5).  The sum of inversions will be large when frequencies are heavily loaded along the
negative diagonal.
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Table 13-W6. Guide For Calculating Gamma (G) For a  3 X 3  Ordinal Crosstab Table

aA. Calculating the sum of agreements, E f    (where  f  = frequency)
                               Identify the case pairings that are in agreement:
                               Y 8     X 6

 

MH

  

HH

   HH   

MH

  

HH

  

HH  

 

MM

  

HM

  

HM

Compare

   LM

Compare

   MM

Compare

    LL

Compare

   ML

     Cells for LL case pairings      Cells for ML case pairings      Cells for LM case pairings   Cells for MM case pairings

Calculate frequency of agreements:

    

  

 

   

    

(continued)
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Table 13-W6 (continued).

i  B. Calculating the sum of inversions, E f   (where  f  = frequency)
                   Identify the case pairings that are inverted:
                   Y 8     X 6

   LH  MH  LH MH   LH  LH    

   LM MM  Compare

   HM

 LM Compare

   MM

Compare

   HL

Compare

   ML

     Cells for HL case pairings       Cells for HM case pairings    Cells for ML case pairings Cells for MM case pairings

Calculate frequency of inversions:

  

 

   

    

              
              C. Calculating gamma (G):
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              D. Calculating the test statistic,  :

When to Use Goodman’s and Kruskal’s Gamma for Two
Ordinal Variables (normal distribution)

In general: To test a hypothesis of a relationship between two ordinal
variables with few ranked categories for each variable (tied scores are
expected).
1) Two ordinal variables;
2) A single representative sample from one population;
3) The sample size is 10 or more;
4) There are few ranked categories for each variable (tied scores are
expected).

Sample Problem Using the Six Steps of Statistical Inference for Gamma

For the sake of variety and to see how gamma works for a negative relationship,
let us illustrate the six steps of statistical inference for a new problem having to do with
labor force participation. This is an important concern for economists and sociologists
who often study the obstacles of acquiring and keeping gainful employment. For
example, Browne (1997) examines labor force participation among women who head
households.  One obstacle for gainful employment among some of these women is
parenting responsibilities which depend among other things on the ages of children. 
Table 13-W7 presents crosstab data from a fictional random sample similar to Browne’s. 
Is labor force participation lower for women with greater parenting responsibilities? 
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Table 13-W7. Degree of Labor Force Participation (Y) by Extent of Parenting
Responsibilities (X)

Degree of labor     Extent of Parenting Responsibilities
force participation                                                                                                   

         Low
(no children)

    Moderate
  (child 6-18
      years)

      High
(child under 6)

      
Totals

High (employed
 full-time)

        54          23           19     96

Moderate (emp-
ployed part-time) 

          5          20             7     32

Low (no regular
   employment)

          4            8           18     30

Totals            63             51            44   158

Brief Checklist for the Six Steps of Statistical Inference

 Test Preparation 

      State the research question. Draw conceptual diagrams depicting givens,
      including the population(s) and sample(s) under study, variables (e.g., X
      =..., Y =...,) and their levels of measurement, and given or calculated
     statistics and parameters. State the proper statistical test procedure. 
     
 Six Steps

     Using the symbol H for hypothesis:

0 A1. State the H  and the H  and stipulate test direction.
2. Describe the sampling distribution.
3. State the level of significance (") and test direction and specify

                 the critical test score.
4. Observe the actual sample outcomes and compute the test effects,

                 the test statistic, and p-value.
5. Make the rejection decision.
6. Interpret and apply the results and provide best estimates in everyday terms.
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Test Preparation

Research Question: Is labor force participation lower for women with greater parenting
responsibilities?  In other words, is there a negative relationship between extent of
parenting responsibilities and degree of labor participation?  Statistical Procedure:
Goodman’s and Kruskal’s Gamma (normal distribution).
Givens:  Data in Table 13-W7.  (Gamma and Z-score are calculated below.)

Six Steps

01. H : (                                                  =  0.
            (Female heads of households)

That is, there is no relationship between extent of parenting responsibilities and
degree of labor force participation for female heads of households .

A    H  : (                                                <  0.
             (Female heads of households)

That is, there is a negative relationship. One-tailed. 

02.  Sampling Distribution. Normal distribution. If the H  is true and samples of size 158
are drawn repeatedly from the population of female heads of households, sample gamma
coefficients (G’s) will center zero with a standard error inversely related to sample size.
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G                        Z             -4       -3       -2       -1        0         1         2        3

                              -G <--------------------------------    0    ------------------------>  +G

3. Level of significance.   " = .05, 1-tailed.  Critical  =  -1.64.

4. Observations: Test effects, test statistic and p-value.
    (Using Table 13-W6 as a guide to calculate gamma (G) for data in Table 13-

W7):
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Test effect = the difference between the observed G and the hypothesized ( of  0
is -.57. 

Test statistic:

     

        p-value:  p [observing a G as unusual as, or more unusual than, - .57 when ( = 0]
= .0001 (from the normal curve table and diagramed on the curve in step
2 above).

5. Rejection Decision.    *  * > * *  (i.e., *-3.89*  > *-1.64 *) ; thus,

0 Ap < " ;  .0001 < .05;  reject H  and accept H  at the 95% level of confidence.

6. Interpretation (aspects of relationship and best estimates).

   Existence: There appears to be a relationship between extent of parenting
responsibilities and degree of labor force participation for female heads
of households: G  = -.57,  p < .0001.

   Direction: Negative. As the extent of  parenting responsibilities increases, the
degree of  labor force participation decreases.

   Strength: G = -.57;  57 percent of the case pairings favored inversion, suggesting a
moderately strong negative relationship.

   Practical 
   applications: In general, individuals with low parenting responsibilities tend to rank
                         low on labor force participation.
                        Best estimates: While 86 percent of  the women with no children are
                         employed full time, only 43 percent of the women with children under

six years of age are employed full-time.

    Answer: Labor force participation is lower for women with greater parenting
responsibilities.
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Some things of note about this hypothesis test:

• In step 2, to avoid a truly cumbersome calculation of an estimated standard error
of gamma, we simply describe the sampling distribution’s spread as “inversely
related to sample size.” Once G is computed, however, the standard error can be
calculated quite easily. We now know that the quantity .57 is 3.89 standard
errors.  Thus:

                  

where    is the estimated standard error of the gamma distribution
(estimated because it is based on this sample). Insert this value on the curve and
its fit will become apparent.

• In step 4, after calculating G, we note that it constitutes a test effect, the
difference between the observed sample statistic, G, and the hypothesized
parameter, ( =  0. Remember that G is essentially measuring how well cell
frequencies fit a diagonal of the crosstab table. The stronger the effect of X
(parenting responsibilities) on Y (labor force participation), the larger the
observed gamma (G).

• In step 6, the best estimates are column percentages for cells LH and HH,
obtained by dividing the cell frequency by the column total and multiplying by
100.  Notice the “down to earth” tone of the description of these percentages. 
Best estimates are especially valuable for public audiences, where the discussion
should stick to women who head households, the number of children they have,
and the practical circumstances of their employment or lack thereof. In
describing the practical applications of a relationship, technical language such as
gamma, p-value and case pairings, should be avoided as much as possible.

• The pencil-and-paper formula for calculating the test statistic, , is one
that bypasses having to calculate a very complex standard error. The results we
obtain from this formula, however, will differ slightly from the results obtained
from the SPSS computer software that accompanies the text. The pencil-and-
paper formula is a conservative one in that it produces the minimum value of Z
and, therefore, the maximum p-value for the sample outcome. The SPSS
computer output will likely produce a smaller p-value increasing the chance of
rejecting the null hypothesis and making a Type I error. Taking this into account,
experienced researchers weigh gamma computer output against other computed
statistics as described in the next section.  
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___________________________________
Other Rank-Order Correlation Statistics

Several other statistics that measure rank-order correlation between two ordinal
variables, including Somer’s d, and Kendall’s tau-b and tau-c. (See Lee and Maykovich
1995, pp. 149-153.)  We will not detail them here. We note, however, that the calculated
values and interpretation of these statistics are similar to those of gamma in that each
one: (1) uses sums and ratios of agreements and inversions, (2) has a value between -1.0
and 1.0, and (3) requires a representative sample. Why are these additional statistics used
in some circumstances?  Notice in Table 13-W6 that we did not use every possible case
pairing (and cell comparison) in calculating gamma. In calculating agreements, we only
include those cells where both X and Y increase. We ignore ties in ranks. For example,
we did not compare LL to LM even though Y increases. This is because the subjects in
LL and LM are tied on X. Similar ties occur with Y.  Somer’s d is calculated taking into
account ties on one of the variables. Kendall’s tau takes into account ties on both
variables. These other statistics, like gamma, hinge on the difference between agreements
and inversions. They differ from gamma in that the number of tied case pairings is added
to the denominator. Since the denominators with Somer’s d and Kendall’s tau will be
larger, these statistics provide smaller values than gamma. 

To acquire a good understanding of the logic of gamma and similar statistics,
and to obtain a good sense of proportion about ranks and case pairings, it is important to
do some pencil-and-paper calculations. The particulars of calculating gamma-type
statistics, however, have led researchers to rely heavily on computers. One advantage of
the computer is that a variety of coefficients (gamma, Somer’s d, Kendall’s tau-b and
tau-c) can be requested at once. In many circumstances, the results of the various
statistics are the same (except gamma will typically be larger). But when differences are
detected among the statistics, this provides a warning that there are peculiarities in the
data (such as a large number of tied case pairings). The time spent in calculating more
than just a few gamma-type coefficients by hand can better be used in learning statistical
computer software. Calculating gamma by hand, however, is the way to grasp the logic
of comparing case pairings.

Unfortunately, interpretation of rank-order statistics is constrained by the level
of measurement; that is, care must be taken in how the strength and practical applications
of the relationship is described. For this reason and others, statisticians often treat ordinal
level variables as though they have interval/ratio level qualities and use interval/ratio
variable techniques such as correlation and regression. The next section discusses this
approach.  Also, see Chapter Web Extensions to Chapter 2 of The Statistical Imagination
on this Web site for a discussion of interval-like ordinal variables.
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________________________________________________
Using Ordinal Variables with Interval/ratio Techniques

Statistical Robustness

Most research involves multivariate statistics—examining how several
independent variables, taken together, account for a proportional reduction in error
(PRE) in predicting scores of a single dependent variable. PRE is most meaningful when
the dependent variable is of interval/ratio level of measurement. In these situations,
correlation and regression (Chapters 14 and 15) or analysis of variance (ANOVA,
Chapter 12) are widely utilized. Although this text does covers multivariate procedures
only in the chapter extensions and not in the text itself, it is worth noting that ordinal
level independent variables sometimes complicate these interval/ratio techniques.

In general, interval/ratio procedures provide more thorough information. For
example, Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r), covered in Chapter 14-15, is superior to
Spearman’s rho rank-order coefficient ( ) in terms of providing precise best
estimates when describing the practical applications of a relationship. Thus, attempts are
made to determine if an ordinal variable qualifies as “interval-like” so that it can be used
with Pearson’s r or ANOVA. Interval/ratio techniques, of course, work under the
assumption that variables have a set interval. For some ordinal variables exceptions can
be made to this assumption because the t-test and F-ratio tests used for Pearson’s r and
ANOVA frequently produce the same statistical results as ordinal techniques such as the
Spearman’s test.  This is the case, for instance, for the data in Table 13-W2 on the
rankings of finish for 12 golfers in two tournament appearances. When the scores
adjusted for ties are used, the Pearson’s r computes to .91 compared to the Spearman’s
calculation of .92.  In both tests, the null hypothesis of no relationship is rejected and the
alternative hypothesis of a negative relationship is accepted. The interpretation is
essentially the same, although “rank” instead of  “score” is what is described in the
aspects of the relationship. Although an assumption of the Pearson’s coefficient test is
that the variable be of interval/ratio level, the t-test still worked.  Statistical tests that
work even when all assumptions are not met are called robust statistical tests.

How is it determined that an ordinal variable can be treated as interval/ratio? 
One way is to test the hypothesis using both ordinal and interval techniques. If the same
results are found, then the variable can thereafter be treated as interval. This is useful
especially if the variable is to be combined with others in a multivariate model. As noted
in the Chapter Web Extensions for Chapter 2, typically the results will be the same for an
ordinal variable when (1) it has at least seven ranked categories or scores and (2) the
score distribution is not skewed or bimodal. The latter criterion means that the scores can
be either normally distributed or rectangularly distributed (i.e. evenly distributed across
their range with about the same frequency at each score; see “Statistical Fallacies”
below).
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When an ordinal variable has fewer than seven ranks it will often fail to produce
good results with Pearson’s r. In these situations, the ranked categories of the variable
may be collapsed into a dummy variable, a dichotomous variable with scores of 0 and 1. 
For example, a variable with the ranked categories scored 1 = strongly disagree, 2 =
disagree, 3 = agree, and 4 = strongly agree, might be recoded so that 0 = disagree (i.e.,
recode 1 and 2 to 0) and 1 = agree (i.e., recode 3 and 4 to 1). Dummy variables used in
correlation and regression techniques, however, must be carefully interpreted. In any
case, if you go beyond this course into multivariate statistics, you will often encounter
ordinal variables being treated as though they are interval/ratio. If you do this, do so only
if appropriate, and use care in the interpretation.

Finally, an ordinal variable as the dependent variable is especially limiting. In
research design it is wise to construct measurement instruments (such as questionnaires)
with important variables at an interval/ratio level. Summary measurement scales—where
responses to a series of nominal/ordinal questionnaire items are summed—can
accomplish this goal.

_____________________________________________________
Statistical Follies and Fallacies: When Ordinal Variables with 
Many Ranks Are Actually Dichotomous Nominal Variables

In Chapter 2 we noted that the first thing in data analysis is to observe the raw
frequency distributions of variables. One reason for this is to identify and confirm the
level of measurement of each variable to assist in choosing appropriate statistical
techniques.  This exercise in error control often reveals that an intended multiple
category ordinal variable is actually a dichotomous (two-category) variable. Such a
situation is recognizable when the score frequency distribution is  bimodal. This often
occurs for survey items that measure attitudes on controversial topics, where respondents
tend to hold either strongly positive or strongly negative opinions.

Suppose, for example, that we wish to measure opinions on physician-assisted
suicide—situations where physicians aid terminally ill patients end their lives. One of
our questionnaire items may read: Physician-assisted suicide should be an option for
patients who are terminally ill and suffering great pain. We may design responses in a
Likert format in which the respondent answers strongly disagree, disagree, agree, or
strongly agree. After gathering data, suppose we find the following frequency
distribution for this variable.
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Code Response value     f    Percent

  1 Strongly disagree   76    55.9%
  2 Disagree   12     8.8
  3 Agree     9     6.6
  4 Strongly agree    39   28.7

       Totals 136 100.0%

Although we scored this in four categories, the loading of responses on the extremes
essentially reveals two clusters of opinion—those who disagree and those who agree. If
ordinal data techniques are used, because the disagree and agree categories are sparsely
populated, there will be many cells that are near empty yet many ties for the extreme
response categories.  If we use interval/ratio techniques—all based on computations of
means and standard deviations—then the extreme scores will inflate the values of these
statistics. In this type of situation the variable should be recognized for what it is—a
dichotomous nominal variable. Codes 1 and 2 would be recoded to zero for disagree. 
Codes 3 and 4 would be recoded to one for agree. This will provide a truer representation
of the distribution of scores with the following frequency distribution.

Code Response value     f    Percent

  0 Disagree   88    64.7%
  1 Agree   48   35.3

       Totals 136 100.0%

_____________________
Formulas in Chapter 16

Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation coefficient for testing the relationship
between two ordinal variables

Given: Two ordinal variables, X and Y, with many ranks.  Order data in a spreadsheet:
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                          Givens                                                      Calculations
                                                                                                                               

           Rank on         Rank on
Subject    X             Y            D          D2

   ...                      ...                    ...                          ...                     ...
   ...                      ...                    ...                          ...                     ...
   ...                      ...                    ...                          ...                     ...

n = ...   'D = 0         'D  = ...2

Research Question:  Is there a relationship between the variables?  Do those subjects
who rank high on X rank high (or low) on Y?

0H :        

Sampling Distribution:  Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation distribution.

Test effect: 

Test Statistic: 

Addressing the aspects of the relationship:
Existence: Test the null hypothesis above.
Direction:  Observe the sign of .
Strength:  =  proportion of variation in rank of Y explained by knowing the
rank of  X. (Multiply by 100 to express this as a percentage.)
Practical applications: Describe direction specifying whether those ranking high
on X rank high or low on Y.

Averaging Ranks to Adjust for Ties With Spearman’s rho:

        Adjusted rank for ties   =   ' ranks taken by ties
                                                              # ties 
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Goodman’s and Kruskal’s gamma for testing the relationship between two ordinal
variables with few ranks and many ties: 

Given: Two ordinal variables, X and Y, with few ranks and many ties (arranged in a
crosstab table).
  
Research Question: Is there a relationship between the variables?

0H :  (    =  0.

Sampling distribution: The normal distribution.

Test effect:  G - (  =  G - 0  =  G.

        Follow Table 13-W6 to make calculations of  and .

            

Test statistic:                       

Addressing the aspects of the relationship:
Existence: Test the null hypothesis above.
Direction:  Observe the sign of G.
Strength: Interpret gamma as the percentage of case pairings favoring agreement:
Percentage of the case pairings favoring agreement  = (G) (100).
Practical applications: Provide best estimates by computing column percentages
for one or two informative cells in the crosstab table (usually corner cells that
convey extreme lows and highs).

______________________
Questions for Chapter 16

1. Under what circumstances is the Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation coefficient
used to test a hypothesis?
2. For Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation coefficient, draw a conceptual diagram
depicting a population and a sample, and insert the appropriate statistics and parameters. 
Stipulate how the null hypothesis is stated for the hypothesis test.
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3. How is the test effect calculated for the Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation? 
Describe the relationship between the size of the test effect and the likelihood of
rejecting the null hypothesis.
4. When testing a hypothesis of a relationship between two ordinal variables using the
Spearman’s rho rank-order correlation coefficient, how is the strength of the relationship
calculated and interpreted? If Chapter 15 has been covered, how does this interpretation
differ from that of Pearson’s r (Chapter 15)? 
5. For Goodman’s and Kruskal’s gamma, draw a conceptual diagram depicting a
population and a sample, and insert the appropriate statistics and parameters. Stipulate
how the null hypothesis is stated for the hypothesis test.
6. When is it appropriate to use Goodman’s and Kruskal’s gamma to test a hypothesis
about a relationship between two variables?
7. Describe what case pairings with agreement and case pairings with inversion are. 
Explain how these ideas are used with the gamma statistic.
8. What is a robust statistical test? Why is this sometimes an issue with hypothesis
testing?

________________________________________________________
Exercises for Chapter 13 Web Extensions (i.e., for this document)

General Instructions: On all hypotheses tests, follow the six steps of statistical inference
including test preparation, a conceptual diagram, probability curves and appropriate
aspects of a relationship. For consistency, round calculations to three decimal places. 
Use " = .05 unless otherwise stipulated.

Problem Set 13WA

13WA-1.  Critics assert that modern election campaigns often center more on a
candidate’s ability to raise funds than on his or her position on issues. Is this belief
supported by the following fictional data from a city council election?

   Rank in terms
 Rank of finish    of campaign
 in the election    expenditures

1 1
2 3
3 2
4 4
5 6
6 5
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13WA-2.  Elementary and secondary schools are funded primarily from local property
taxes, not state funds. This suggests that high educational expenditures by state
government is an attempt to make up for poor local property values.  In other words, the
more a state government spends compared to localities, the less well-funded are its
schools. Do the following fictional data for a random sample of nine states bear this out?
 

State’s Rank on per States Rank on
Capita Educational      Total per
    Expenditures Student Funding

1 7
2 6
3 9
4 4
5 8
6 2
7 3
8 1
9 5

13WA-3.  One factor that influences whether a worker feels safe from becoming a victim
of crime while at work is low target attractiveness—the presence of work place security
such as guarded gate entry, alarm systems, security cameras and guard dogs (Madriz
1996). With the following fictional data, test the hypothesis that workers in secure
environments feel safer from crime. 

                               X  6      Level of Workplace Security
 Considers work                                                                                                   

place safe?  (Y)  9       Low       Moderate      High     Totals

    Fairly safe         6           6        12        24

   Fairly unsafe         7         16          8        31

   Very unsafe       11                   5          5        21

   Totals        24         27        25        76
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13WA-4.  Gibbs and Beitel (1995:133) note that the “ability to understand proverbial
sayings such as a rolling stone gathers no moss, has been of great interest to researchers
in many areas of psychology.” Are those who are good at deciphering such sayings better
able to think abstractly? Answer this research question with the following fictional data.
 

                            X  6 Ability to Understand Proverbial Sayings
 Ability to think                                                                                                      

abstractly (Y) 9        Poor      Average       High   Totals

         High          11               15         13       39

      Average          14         11         14       39

         Poor          13         16         12       41

       Totals          38         42         39      119

13WA-5.  The consumption of tobacco is a widely recognized health risk factor. For the
following fictional data, is there a relationship between cigarette consumption and one’s
self-rating of health? 

                            X  6               Smokes Cigarettes? 
 Self-assessment                                                                                                     

of health (Y)9          
        No   

  Less than a
 pack per day

 Pack per day 
     or more

                  
Totals

     Excellent         32            9            2       43

       Good         47                 14            8       69

        Fair         44          26          24       94

        Poor         11            7            9       27

       Totals         134          56          43      233
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Problem Set 13WB

13WB-1.  The Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) Factor Score is a measure of the
frequency a research article is cited by other scientists. It is sometimes used by college
administrators in making promotion decisions. Critics argue that the scores can be
misleading because the frequency of citation depends on how many scientists are
available to cite the work (i.e., the size of the discipline). Is this criticism justified?
 

      Ranking of
     Discipline by     Ranking of Discipline in

Discipline       Number of      Terms of How Frequently
       Members     Its Leading Journal Is Cited

Psychology 1 1
Law 2 2
Justice sciences 3 5
Political science 4 4
History 5 6
Sociology 6 3
Anthropology 7 7

13WB-2.  As airports become more crowded, airline companies worry that flight delays
may reduce overall customer satisfaction to the same extent as ticket price, food quality
and route availability.  Suppose we have ranks of percentage of on-time flights and
customer satisfaction. Need airlines with lots of flight delays worry about overall
customer satisfaction?  

Airline’s Rank for    Airline’s Rank
Percentage of    On Customer
On-time Flights    Satisfaction

1 4
2 5
3 7
4 2
5 8
6            10
7 1
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8 3
9 6

           10 9

13WB-3. Social workers play several roles in the health care system. In small towns they
assist physicians by arranging home health services, mental health counseling, and
nursing home placement. Badger et al. (1997) examined whether physicians ratings of
social workers (X) is correlated with physician interest in hiring social workers for their
medical practices (Y). They obtained the following crosstab data, n = 85. Are physicians
who rate social workers positively also more likely to hire them? Provide theoretical and
practical speculations on why your answer came out as it did.

                      Rating of Social Workers                 
   Physician Interest                   _______________________________
   In Hiring Social                           
   Workers             Poor                 Good              Excellent

        Yes   5   4 18  
        Maybe   3 16 11
        No   5 12 11

13WB-4.  Social surveys assess the confidence persons have in social institutions.  For
the data in the following crosstab table, test a hypothesis to determine if those
individuals who have confidence in financial institutions tend also to have confidence in
the press?

                            X  6      Confidence in Banks and Financial Institutions
 Confidence in                                                                                                        

the press  (Y) 9       Little        Some           A lot     Totals

        A lot         20                 30           5        55

        Some         41       157         47       245

        Little         25       121         47       193

       Totals         86       308         99       493 
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13WB-5.  The Glasgow Coma Scale is used to measure the severity of head injuries with
a score of seven or below being severe (Kaiser and Pfenninger 1984). Imagine that the
following data are Glasgow measurements made at the time of injury and that recovery is
assessed two years later. Is the scale a good predictor of recovery? 

                            X  6                  Glasgow Coma Scale 
 Recovery status                                                                                                     

after 2 years           

    (Y)9 

   Not Severe
        (> 7)   

      Severe
        (3-7)

   Very severe
         (0-2)

               
Totals

 Full recovery          17                      6             2     25

Partial recovery            9           16           11     36

        Died            1             3             9     13

       Totals          27           25           22     74 

_________________________________________________________________

Optional Computer Applications for Chapter 13 Web Extensions

IMPORTANT NOTE: For Computer Applications Exercises for Chapter 13 of the text,
find the Computer Applications for Chapter 13 file on this Web site. The material below
applies only to this Chapter 13 Web Extensions document.

Objectives

1) To learn Spearman's rho rank-order correlation, and Goodman's and Kruskal's gamma
statistic in SPSS for Windows.
2) To learn to test hypothesis and address the four aspects of a relationship for two
ordinal variables.

Running Spearman Correlation in Spss for Windows

In SPSS for Windows, the Spearman's rank-order correlation coefficient is
computed with the following command sequence: Analyze, Correlate, Bivariate; insert
the two desired ordinal level variables into the Variables box, check "Spearman," check
Two-tailed or One-tailed, OK.
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The output provides the correlation coefficient, the number of valid (i.e.,
nonmissing) cases, and the p-value and indicates whether the p-value is one- or
two-tailed.

Obtaining Goodman's and Kruskal's Gamma
in Spss for Windows

In SPSS for Windows, the gamma test is found with the command sequence:  

Analyze, Descriptive Statistics, Crosstabs; insert the dependent ordinal variable into the
Row(s) box and the independent ordinal variable into the Column(s) box; click Statistics
button, Gamma, Continue; click Cells button and check Observed and Column,
Continue; click Format button and check Descending (to order the categories of the X
variable in columns from low on left to high on right, and the Y variable in rows from
low at bottom to high at top), Continue; OK.

Observe the output for gamma. It includes a crosstab table with column
percentages.  The gamma statistic appears in a separate pivot table called "Symmetric
Measures" that stipulates "Ordinal by Ordinal Gamma". The gamma statistic, G, appears
under "Value".  The Z-score for the test statistic appears under "Approx.T", and the
p-value appears under "Approx. Sig.". This is a two-tailed p-value; divide by two if the
hypothesis is one-tailed.

Note that the output refers to the test statistic as a t-test rather than Z-test. This is
because computer programs traditionally call any normal or approximately normal
distribution a t-test to avoid having to distinguish between t and Z-tests. Recall that for a
Z-test the t-distribution table may be used in place of the normal distribution table. For
convenience, computer programs calculate from one table.

Obtaining Other Ordinal Statistics
in the Same Computer Run

A common practice in everyday research is to request additional statistics to go
with gamma. In the Crosstabs: Statistics window (step 4 in the command sequence
above), in addition to checking the gamma statistic, one may also check other ordinal
statistics such as Kendall's Tau-b and Kendall's Tau-c. Gamma will typically be about
twice as large as these other statistics because of the way Gamma is calculated. The
statistical test values (i.e., Approx. T") and p-values of the three tests should be very
similar in value. When there are radical differences among these measures, this suggests
peculiarities in the pattern of ties in the crosstab table.
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Specific Computer Application Exercises
for Chapter 13 Chapter Web Extensions

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: Use the six steps of statistical inference for hypotheses
tests. Address relevant aspects of a relationship.  Use " = .05.

A. SURVEY OF STUDENTS (N=211) (STU211)

A1. The STU211 data file includes an ordinal variable called ORDPROB8 (which is a
recode of the variable personal problems score, PROBLEM8). ORDPROB8 ranks the
number of personal problems student encounter from very few to many. Use the Gamma
statistic to test the hypothesis that students at a higher grade level (LEVEL6) have fewer
personal problems (ORDPROB8).   

B. SURVEY OF HOMELESS PERSONS (HLESS161)

B1. ADVANCED EXERCISE: Using the HLESS161 file: A)  Run both Spearman and
Pearson correlations between the variables education level (EDUC43) and frequency of
church attendance (GOCHUR46). B) Use the Spearman's output to test the hypothesis
that better educated homeless persons attend church more frequently. C) Compare the
values of the Spearman and Pearson correlation coefficients. Do the findings suggest that
the two apparently ordinal level variables may in fact have the qualities of interval/ratio
variables? Explain in terms of statistical robustness.

C. PHYSICIAN FEAR OF MALPRACTICE LITIGATION SURVEY
(FEAR981)

C1.  With the FEAR981 file, run Spearman's correlation to test the hypothesis that
physicians who have been in practice longer (YRSCAT21) tend to feel better protected
from litigation (PROTEC15). 

C2.  With the FEAR981 file, run Spearman's correlation to test the hypothesis that
physicians who have been in practice longer (YRSCAT21) tend to feel better able to
manage risks of being sued (RISKMG13).

C3. With the FEAR981 file, run Spearman's correlation to test the hypothesis that
physicians who have been in practice longer (YRSCAT21) tend to believe that they are
less likely to be sued (LIKELY12). 

C4.  ADVANCED EXERCISE:  Complete exercises C1 through C3.  Summarize your
findings about physician experience and risk of malpractice suits, and provide a
presentation table revealing the results.  Speculate on the reasons for the findings.
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C5. With the FEAR981 file, use the Gamma statistic to test the hypothesis that
physicians who spend lots of time in direct patient care (CLINIC18) tend to feel less
protected from malpractice litigation (PROTEC15).

C6. With the FEAR981 file, use the Gamma statistic to test the hypothesis that
physicians who spend lots of time in direct patient care (CLINIC18) tend to feel less able
to manage risks of being sued (RISKMG13).

C7. With the FEAR981 file, use the Gamma statistic to test the hypothesis that
physicians who spend lots of time in direct patient care (CLINIC18) tend to believe that
they are more likely to be sued (LIKELY12).

C8. ADVANCED EXERCISE:  Complete exercises C5 through C7. Summarize your
findings about time spent in contact with patients and the risk of malpractice suits. 
Speculate on the reasons for the findings.

D. CRIME RATES IN AMERICAN COUNTIES (CRIME716)

Since this data set has few ordinal variables, there are no exercises for it in this chapter.

E. GENERAL SOCIAL SURVEY: POLITICAL ATTITUDES (GSPOL945)

E1. With the GSPOL945 data set, use Spearman's rho to test the hypothesis that more
politically conservative persons (PLVIEW13) attend church more frequently
(ATTEND13) than those who are not politically conservative.

E2. With the GSPOL945 file, test a hypothesis using gamma to determine whether there
is a relationship between political conservatism (PLVIEW16) and a pro-choice attitude
on abortion (ABCHOI34).

F. GENERAL SOCIAL SURVEY: SOCIAL INEQUALITY (GSING187)

F1.  Using the GSING187 data file and Spearman's rho, test the hypothesis that
individuals who are open to nontraditional gender roles (FEMSCL25) are also likely to
be open toward allowing immigrants into the country (IMSCAL38).

F2.  Using the GSING187 data file and Spearman's rho, determine if those respondents
who read the newspaper more often (NEWS36) are more likely to favor progressive race
policies (RACEFV16).

G. GENERAL SOCIAL SURVEY: MARRIED SAMPLE (GSMAR297)

Since this data set has few ordinal variables, there are no exercises for it in this chapter.
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H. GENERAL SOCIAL SURVEY: GOVERNMENT POLICY (GSGOV479)

H1.  With the GSGOV479 data file, run Gamma to test the hypothesis that conservatives
(PLVIEW13) are more likely to feel that the courts are not harsh enough dealing with
criminals (COURTS27).

Other data sets available in the Computer Applications Exercises on
The Statistical Imagination Web site:

You may search the other data sets for ordinal variables and apply Spearman’s rho and  

Goodman's and Kruskal's gamma.
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Statistical Table 13-A

sCritical Values of Spearman’s Rank-Order Coefficient r  at the .05 and .01 Levels of

Significance, "

                                                                  Level of Significance (")
 Sample size                                                                                                                  

    

      n

      5

      6

      7

      8

      9

    10

    12

    14

    16

    18

    20

    22

    24

    26

    28

    30

s              Critical r ,  " = .05

       Two-tailed         One-tailed

                                                     

           1.000                   .900

             .886                   .829

             .786                   .714

             .738                   .643

             .683                   .600

             .648                   .564

             .591                   .506

             .544                   .456

             .506                   .425

             .475                   .399

             .450                   .377

             .428                   .359

             .409                   .343

             .392                   .329

             .377                   .317

             .364                   .306

s              Critical r ,  " = .01

       Two-tailed         One-tailed

                                                     

              —                     1.000

            1.000                    .943

              .929                    .893

              .881                    .833

              .833                    .783

              .794                    .746

              .777                    .712

              .714                    .645

              .665                    .601

              .625                    .564

              .591                    .534

              .562                    .508

              .537                    .485

              .515                    .465

              .496                    .448

              .478                    .432

         

Source: From Table G of R. P. Runyon, A. Haber, D. J. Pittenger and K. A. Coleman (1996:654),

Fundamentals of Behavioral Statistics, Eighth Edition.  New York: The McGraw-Hill Companies,

Inc.  By permission of the publisher. 
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